
The technology is teaching us that our environ-
ment is much more complex than the perceived re-
ality would have us believe. We can tune into an in-
finite number of energy bandwidths flowing
through our planet, our bodies, and decipher dif-
ferent patterns and amplitudes at each level or
bandwidth of energy . We are also transmit-
ting/generating an incredible amount of energy at
different bandwidths causing a pollution of monot-
onous information that inundates all our being .
Urban environments with their high density of peo-
ple and technology are clogged with man made en-
ergy cycles. Our electrical wires are surrounded by a
constantly fluctuating field of magnetic force . Our radio transmissions, our jack hammers, our motors,

Jour televisions (each emitting a 15,000 cycle sound)
all are intensifying man's subserviance to techno-
logy . Technology which stemmed from his attempts
to obliterate nature and make life "easier" has
created an environment which for the most part is
irritating and unhealthy for sustaining life .

The monotone rhythms of progress won't be the
sounds that save us from an engulfment by their re-
fuse. We can't clean up the environment with more
machines because they too have wastes . It seems the
least pollution occurs when technology is used for
information flow, unaltered by merchandizing and
money lending . The choice is ours to continue our
planet or abandon it to the rushes of stagnation . We
can't expect to do it through dogma or rhetoric (re-
ligious, political, or otherwise) both of which are
shields for shutting down the communication proc-
ess right in our own brains . We have to do it our-
selves on personal levels with our own energy and
sharing the things we learn with others .

Each of us is a channel and source for the life
force which nature sings to . We are emitters of en-
ergy on many levels and bandwidths . We are each
producing a song deep inside which, when unfet-
tered, can join with others in a choir of harmonious
sound. We have the ability to control our techno-
logy by learning of our life source, our energy song
The ego in us wants to force the gross parts of our
songs down other people's throats. But harmony
and beauty swell not from homogeneity but from
diversity and love .
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